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Modernisation of the association agreement between the European Union and Chile

Dear Executive Vice President, dear High Representative,
We thank you for your letter of 22 December 2021 in reply to our letter outlining concerns
regarding the speed of negotiations on the modernisation of the EU-Chile Association
Agreement and the resulting possibility of undermining the Constitutional process in Chile.
In our letter we called for the extension of the negotiating process. The negotiations were
announced as closed at technical level in the autumn of last year although some elements
remained open. Only a few weeks later, the Chilean people elected a new government while a
constituent assembly was in the middle of its mandate of drafting a new Constitution. The
government of Sebastian Piñera was outvoted after enormous and unprecedented popular
mobilizations that were met with harsh repression.
We welcome the acknowledgement in your letter that there is scope to review certain aspects
of the agreement before the signature and we highlight the importance to provide such
opportunity to the newly elected Chilean government.
Chile’s new government started its term only in March. The constituent assembly finalized its
work on July 4 and the new Constitution will be submitted to a popular referendum in
September. We share your view that additional time should allow for scrutiny in light of the
outcome of the constitutional process in Chile.
In this context, we express our support for continuing the negotiations with our Chilean
counterparts, with the aim of reaching a mutual understanding on the outstanding issues.
Political and economic relations are and remain excellent between the EU and Chile. The
current trade agreement already guarantees the reduction of tariffs on almost all goods,
including raw materials such as lithium, which is becoming increasingly important for EU’s
energy transition.
The Chilean government announced that it will initiate a public consultation process, similar
to those that the EU itself is implementing, and a revision of the texts by the new government
is underway.

In this context, we ask the Commission:
1. to recognise the profound changes in progress in Chile;
2. to fully respect the Chilean democratic process, and the new government’s need to
make a thorough assessment of the texts negotiated by the previous government;
3. to provide the necessary time to the Chilean government to evaluate how the
agreement relates to their government programme;
4. to stand ready to renegotiate elements of the draft agreement as outlined in your letter
sent on 22 December 2021 on the subject matter, and therefore,
5. to refrain from speeding-up the signature of an agreement that was negotiated before
the new constitution and by a highly unpopular government.
We are confident that the European Commission will take the current state of play into
account and demonstrate the political skills of dialogue necessary to create a climate of
confidence between the parties, building on the above-mentioned elements.
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